Architecture recovery is the process of analyzing a system in order to identify the system's components, and their connectors. This paper gives a presentation of dominance analysis, and how it can be used to identify software components in object oriented legacy systems. The actual dominance analysis is applied on a high level representation of the system that we refer to as the class graph, a directed graph where the nodes are the system classes, and the edges correspond to classes interacting with each other. The result indicates that dominance analysis is a useful tool to identify certain types of components (the passive components) but insufficient to recover the complete system architecture. We also discuss how dominance analysis can be combined with other identification methods to recover a larger part of the architecture, and a novel approach to merge the results from different identification methods into a single data structure, a semi-lattice over the power set of all system classes, that permits a unified view of the different results.
Introduction
A thorough system understanding is necessary before any maintenance or component reuse can take place. To get this understanding is often a time consuming process since most legacy systems are usually sparsely (or inadequately) documented. Estimates of the proportion of resources and time devoted to maintenance range from 50% to 75% [7, 8] . The greatest part of the software maintenance process, in turn, is devoted to understanding the system being maintained. Fjeldstad and Hamlen report that 47% and 62% of time spent on actual enhancement and correction tasks, respectively, are devoted to comprehension activities [9] .
Two ways to gain system comprehension reverse are engineering and architectural recovery. Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing a system in order to identify the system's components, their interrelationships, and to representations the system at a higher level of abstraction [1, 2, 3] . Architecture recovery [4, 5, 6] , is an activity related to reverse engineering. Whereas reverse engineering leaves unspecified what is actually meant by a "higher level of abstraction" -architectural recovery defines it to be the software architecture of the system.
There are still debates about the definition of software architecture, but most agree that it should include at least components and connectors and their hierarchical decomposition. Components are the computational parts and connectors describe the interactions between these components [10, 11] . The software architecture can be viewed as the skeleton of the system. Having this skeleton description enables the maintainer to identify load-bearing and potentially weak parts that need to be carefully addressed when a system is to be evolved. Furthermore, having a clear picture of a component's dependencies allows one to modify the component itself without affecting other parts of the system or to change the dependencies in order to handle evolving concerns about performance, interoperability, and reuse.
The dominating activity in architecture recovery is to identify possible architectural entities (components and connectors) in a given system. We emphasize the word "possible" since we, in general, can not definitely detect these entities. This is of course due the vague definitions of the entities to detect, the component and the connectors. What we can do is to detect a set of candidate entities, and to present them to a user which then have the final decision whether they should be considered as architectural entities or not. That is, we advocate a semi-automated process where software analysis tools are used to identify possible candidate entities, and where a system engineer decides whether the identified entities are to be considered as architectural entities of the system at hand.
Many different approaches to identify architectural entities in object oriented systems have been presented the last few years. We have different component identification methods where one tries to group related classes into components using different heuristics like software metrics [12, 13] and common properties [14, 15, 16] . The dominating method when it comes to connector identification is pattern detection, where one tries to identify certain well-known, and often used, inter class communication patterns like call backs and the observer pattern [17] . In this paper, we present and evaluate a component identification method based on the graph theoretical concept dominance.
Dominance analysis applied to the system call graph is a well-known method within the imperative language community to identify modules [18, 19] . To our knowledge, it has not been applied to object oriented systems before.
In Section 2, we present dominance analysis and related graph theoretical concepts. In Section 3, we give an overview of the identification process we have in mind and discuss necessary prerequisites. In Section 4, we show how dominance analysis can be used to identify components in object oriented systems. We also discuss the limitations of the method presented. In Section 5, we discuss how dominance analysis can be combined with other identification methods to recover a larger part of the architecture, and a novel approach to merge the results from different identification methods into a single data structure, a semi-lattice, that permits a unified view of the different results. Finally, in Section 6, we make a summary of our efforts and present future work that needs to be done.
Dominance Analysis
This section describes a number of graph theoretic concepts that are relevant to dominance analysis. Dominance analysis is a graph based technique to identify certain nodes in a directed graph. The use of dominance analysis as a method to identify related parts of a program was introduced by Cimitile and Visaggio [18] . They applied dominance analysis on call graphs derived from imperative systems to identify candidates for reusable modules. This idea has been further elaborated in [19, 20] . Dominance analysis has also been used extensively in compiler optimization to identify loops in the basic block graph [21, 22] . In this paper, we apply the same technique to identify components in object oriented systems. Most of the material in this section can be found in advanced compiler text books [21, 23, 22] .
Dominance is a relation between nodes in directed graphs G = (N, E), where N is a finite nonempty set of nodes and E ⊂ N × N is a set of edges. Furthermore, a root node of a directed graph is a node r ∈ N with no incoming edges. A rooted directed graph G r = (N, E, r) is a directed graph (N, E) with a unique root node r ∈ N .
Dominance is a relation between nodes in rooted directed graph. This relation can formally be defined as: Definition 2.1 Let G r = (N, E, r) be a rooted directed graph. We say that a ∈ N dominates b ∈ N , written a dom b, iff every possible path from the root node r to b includes a. We say that a is a direct dominator of b, written a ddom b, iff a = b ∧ a dom b and there does not exist a node c ( = a, b) such that a dom c ∧ c dom b. Finally, we say that a strongly directly dominates b, written a sdom b, iff a ddom b and a is the only predecessor of b.
The dominance relation dom also induces a partial ordering of the nodes in the graph since dom is reflexive (∀a : a dom a), transitive (a dom b∧b dom c ⇒ a dom c), and antisymmetric (a dom b ∧ b dom a ⇒ a = b). Furthermore, the direct dominance relation identifies, for each single node, a single dominator from the collection of dominators of that node. This relation can be considered as a parent-child relation and hence, we have a tree, the dominance tree.
Definition 2.2
The dominance tree corresponding to a rooted directed graph G r = (N, E, r) is a graph T d = (N, E d , r) where
In the right hand side of Figure 1 we show the dominance tree corresponding to the directed graph on the left. We use dotted edges to separate the strongly directly relation from the plain directly relation. We see here, for example, that 3 strongly directly dominates 4 since 3 is the only predecessor to 4 whereas 3 only directly dominates node 5 since node 5 has more than one predecessor. In Figure 1 , we constructed a dominance tree starting from an acyclic graph. This is not a necessary condition. We can construct a dominance tree from every rooted directed graph.
Muchnick [21] presents two algorithms to compute the dominance tree corresponding to a rooted directed graph. The first one is quite simple and can be implemented with a running time that is O(n 2 e) where n is the number of nodes and e is the number of edges. The second algorithm is a slightly modified version of the one developed by Lengauer and Tarjan [24] . It can be implemented with a running time that is O(nα(n, e), where α is a very slowly growing function, but is much more complicated.
Prerequisites

Class Graphs
Previous works have applied dominance analysis on call graphs derived from systems written in some imperative language. We will apply dominance analy-sis on what we refer to as class interaction graphs derived from object-oriented systems.
Definition 3.1 A class interaction graph (or just class graph) is a rooted directed graph (N, E, r) where the set of nodes N consists of the classes used in the system. For any two classes A, B ∈ N , if A is a potential user of B then the edge (A, B) appears in the graph. The complete collection of edges is denoted E. The root class r ∈ N is the class that contains the main method.
Notice that we have edges interconnecting classes if a class is a potential user of another class. The reason for this formulation is twofold:
(i) The term use is deliberately vague since we would like our definition of the class graph to be as flexible as possible. In many cases "A uses B" means that class A invokes one or more methods provided by class B. However, it can also mean that A accesses a public field of B, or that A and B interacts via more complicated communication patterns like call-backs or the observer pattern. In the latter case, the edge (A, B) indicates the main direction of the information flow. Hence, the term "A uses B" must be precisely defined for each instances of a class graph 3 .
(ii) The word "potential" was included in the definition since we, in general, can not derive an exact class graph. There are basically three reasons for this: 1) We do not in general have exact control flow information. For example, the actual control flow path taken in if-statements is in general not known. 2) We can not in general resolve the polymorphic calls. 3) Reflection and dynamic class loading makes it is impossible for static analysis to determine which classes and methods may be accessed using these mechanisms. This problem is in some sense worse than the other two since we can not even make conservative approximations. Issues related to program analysis in the presence of these mechanism are discussed at great length in [25] . We handle the first two cases by using conservative approximations. That is, we include all the edges where there is a potential method call. We treat polymorphism in a similar way. A call A.a i from a class C will not only result in an edge (C, A) but also edges from C to all the subclasses of A that are possible targets of the call.
Class Graph Construction
A good starting point for class graph construction is a call graph. In an object oriented system, this means nodes of type A.a i where A is a class and a i one of its methods. Every edge (A.a i , B.b j ) in the call graph corresponds to a potential call from within A.a i to a method B.b j . In order to get a uniform presentation, we use the same notations for field accesses. That is, access to a field c j of class C from within A.a i is represented by and edge (A.a i , C.c j ). In the examples that follows, we will also use capital letters to denote constructors. For example, the i : th constructor of a class A is denoted as A.A i .
On the left hand side of Figure 2 , we see the call graph corresponding to a simple program implementing the observer pattern [26] . The class Main acts as a driver for the observed subject IntBag that stores a number of integers and the two observers Adder and Printer that get notified whenever new integers are added to IntBag. The class ObjectArray is a utility class that is used to store both integers and observers in IntBag. The actual class graph construction is straight forward once a call graph has been derived. It is done in a process we refer to as folding. Folding is a reduction of the call graph with respect to a partitioning P = N 1 , . . . , N k , where the block N i is all the members (fields and methods) defined in class C i . Algorithmically, it can be expressed as:
(i) Collapse all nodes of the type A.a i into a single node A. Denote the set of new nodes N .
(ii) Add the edge (A, B) to E if there exist a i and b j such that (A.a i , B.b j ) was an edge in the call graph.
(iii) Let r ∈ N be the node that contains the main function.
In the middle of Figure 2 , we see the resulting class graph after we have folded the call graph on the left hand side. The dotted lines indicates that the only usage is creation. For example, the only interaction between the Main class (M) and the Adder class (A) is that M calls the constructor of A.
A Semi-Automatic Approach
Understanding the architecture of a legacy system is time consuming since such system is often only sparsely documented. The only trustworthy source of information is in such cases the system implementation. Hence, the architecture has to be retrieved from this source. As real world legacy system tend to be large, the source code cannot be read directly. Instead, we propose to use semi-automatic program analysis to extract the information. As these analysis are not unique by nature, system engineers have to be involved to accept or reject certain results proposed by the automatic analysis. Hence, the result of such analyses ought to be presented in a form that is intuitive to the system engineer. Therefore, program analyses must go hand in hand with interactive software visualization. In Figure 3 , we show an overview of the process we have in mind. The starting point is the source code of the program about to be investigated. What then follows is a series of abstractions where certain information is extracted from the source code. Implicitly, this means that we reduce the amount of information in order to achieve comprehension at the cost of accuracy. In our case, we extract the information needed to construct a call graph, which is our low level representation of the program. The low level representation contains information that we consider essential in order to recover the system architecture. However, for any non-trivial real-world program this structure is still much too complex to provide the system engineer with architectural insight. For example, a medium size program often results in a call graph with many thousand nodes, and about twice as many edges. In order to achieve an architectural understanding, we must therefore reduce the complexity of the low level representation by further abstractions. In our case, the previously described folding process is such an abstraction. The result, the class graph, is what we refer to as a high level representation of the program. It is in some sense the lowest comprehensible representation of a program, a representation that can be understood by humans within a reasonable amount of time. A visualization of the high level representation is a system view -a complete view of the system at hand. The program analysis up to this point is completely automated. The next phase, where classes and their interactions are grouped into components and connectors, requires human interactions.
In this paper, we present dominance analysis as method to identify components. We will see that dominance analysis is good at identifying certain types of components, but not sufficient to recover the complete architecture. A realistic architecture recovery tool would require the capability to use many different identification methods. (The use of multiple identification methods will be further discussed in section 5.) What these methods all have in common is that they provide the tool user (a system engineer) with a set of component and connector candidates. Each of these candidates is presented to the system engineer as a candidate view. The fewer, and more accurate, the better. The final decision whether these candidates should be accepted or not is left to the system engineer. The system is notified once a candidate is accepted, and both the high level representation and the system view gets updated. The class graph described earlier is a suitable high level representation for this scenario. If a few classes is accepted as a component, the class graph is updated by collapsing these classes into a single composite node. If a few use edges (and maybe some classes) are identified as a connector, they are replaced by an composite edge that represents the connector.
In summary, the semi-automated architecture recovery process we have in mind is iterative. A system engineer is fed with component and connector candidates, presented as candidate views, to be accepted or rejected. Each accepted entity results in an update of the system high level representation as well as the system view.
Dominance Analysis applied to Class Graphs
Dominance analysis applied to imperative systems start by collapsing strongly connected regions of the call graph since "two or more procedures involved in recursive call relationships cannot be reused separately because they present an extremely high level of coupling . . . " [18] . When dealing with object-oriented systems represented by class graphs, in general, the same argument does not hold. Take the observer pattern in Figure 2 as an example. Here the subject IntBag and the two observers (Adder and Printer) forms a strongly connected region. However, it should not be appropriate to collapse those classes into a component since most software designers that use the observer pattern want to establish a loose coupling between the subject and the observers. To start then by bundling those classes into a component would therefore, in many cases, be great abuse of the designers original intension. Furthermore, the observer pattern is only one example of class interaction patterns that result in strongly connected regions of the class graph. In reality, strongly connected regions in the class graph is very common. Every exchange of messages in between two classes results in a strongly connected region, and we can not convincingly argue that these two classes can not be reused separately. Hence, we do not start by collapsing all the strongly connected regions when applying dominance analysis to object-oriented systems represented by class graphs. On the left hand side of Figure 4 we see a dominance tree derived from a hypothetical class graph derived from some hypothetical object-oriented program. The nodes 1-20 represents the classes and the edges represents their directly dominance relations. Node 1 is the class containing the main function. The strong direct dominates relation A sdom B is easy to understand in terms of classes uses each other. It simple means that class A is the only class that uses class B. The strong direct dominance relation thus captures a fundamental characteristic of a typical functional dependence between two classes in a software system: if a class B is used by the class A only, then B implements a sub-functionality of a more general functionality defined by A. Furthermore, B is an obvious candidate to be considered as a part of A and can without effecting the other classes be hidden within A. This idea can be extended to subtrees of the dominance tree that only consists of sdom edges. We therefore have our first candidate rule:
Rule 1 Every subtree of a node N having only sdom edges is a component candidate. The subtree of N is a part of the component CN having node N as its interface.
To group all classes that is part of a sdom subtree into a component (or at least a candidate component) makes sense since these classes constitutes a rather independent unit that only interacts with the rest of the program through the interface node N . This property makes them easy to understand and reuse. In the middle of Figure 4 , we have collapsed all such components into a single node. In a more realistic scenario should these component candidates be presented visually to a system engineer that would have the final decision whether they should be considered components or not. They should be collapsed into a single node only if accepted. Notice also that collapsed components have the same type of dominance relation with their parent node as the root node of their sdom subtree.
An sdom subtree can be interpreted as a service provided to the rest of the program that is represented by its interface (root) node. In terms of services, the target of a ddom edge implements a service that is used by more than one class/component, and thus it may not be advisable to hide any target of a ddom edge in its dominator. On the other hand, the target of an sdom edge is only used by its dominating node, and can therefore be considered as a candidate to be hidden within its dominating node. If we look at the middle of Figure 4 we see that we still have sdom edges after all sdom subtrees have been collapsed. The remaining targets of sdom edges should not be considered as component candidates on their own, however, they can be considered as candidates to be hidden in their parent:
Rule 2 The target of a sdom edge is a candidate to be a part of its dominating node.
In the right hand side of Figure 4 , we have hidden all the targets of sdom edges in their dominating parent. Notice also that we have denoted the remaining edges as sdom edges. For example, C1, previously the target of a ddom edge, has been changed to be the target of an sdom. The reason is that C1, before we applied Rule 2, was used by two or more of the nodes 2, 3, and 7, and now, after nodes 3 and 7 been hidden in C7, is only used by the new composite node C7. Hence, contrary to Rule 1, we must recalculate the dominance relations after having applied Rule 2. (Alstrup and Lauridsen [27] describe a technique for incrementally updating a dominator tree.) We can now in principle reuse Rule 1 and collapse the whole dominance tree into a single node.
The result of applying these two rules to the hypothetical case presented in 4 looks very promising. We have reduced a system consisting of 20 classes to a set of only 4 components. If, however, we take a closer look at the two rules we see that both are based on the existence of what we refer to as passive components. A passive component is a set of classes having a single class as interface and which classes are not using any classes outside the component. In fact, every subtree of a dominance tree represents a passive component. The important questions that remains to be answered is: How often do passive components appear in real-life systems? In order to answer that question we must apply dominance analysis on a number of real systems. We can however immediately say that complex interaction patterns like for example the observer pattern, ruins this property. Taking a look at the right hand side of Figure 2 , we can see the result of applying dominance analysis to a complex class graph where classes are exchanging messages in a non-trivial way. The result is a dominance tree with depth one where the root node is the only dominating node. This is a null result from which no conclusions can be drawn.
Using Multiple Identification Methods
In the previous section, we concluded that dominance analysis is a useful method to identify certain types of components (the passive components) but insufficient to recover the complete system architecture. This is a property that most identification methods (e.g. [14, 15, 16, 19, 18, 17] ) have in common. They are good at capturing certain specific types of components (or connectors) but unable to handle others. The obvious approach is therefore to combine different identification methods. In this section we will present an approach using a few different identification methods.
Complex Interaction Pattern Reduction
The major weakness of dominance analysis is that it can't handle complex class interaction where two classes are exchanging messages. For example, two classes interacting via callbacks or the observer pattern. This suggests that dominance analysis should be combined with communication pattern identification where frequently used communication patterns are identified and collapsed into one-directional composite connectors. In Figure 5 , we illustrate this approach. The left hand side illustrates an exchange of messages between two classes A and B that forms an instance of the observer pattern. Heuzeroth et al show in [17] how a combination of static and dynamic analysis can be used to identify this kind of patterns. Once they have been identified, we can collapse them into a one-directional composite edge that reflects the direction of the major information flow. The advantage of identifying, and collapsing, a complex interaction pattern like the observer patterns is now twofold: 1) We can simplify the class graph and thus present the system engineer with a more comprehendible system view, 2) we remove the kind of complex class interaction that dominance analysis can't handle. Hence, we can expect the dominance analysis to be more efficient when a number of complex interaction patterns have been identified and reduced to a single composite edge. 
Component Identification using Concept Analysis
Concept analysis is a mathematical technique that have been used frequently to identify modules in imperative systems (e.g. [28] [14] [15] ). The basic idea, as outlined in [15] , is to associate so-called features with different run-time scenarios generated by a profiler. Each part of the program used in the scenario is annotated with this feature. The outcome is a mapping (a table of binary relations) between scenarios and features upon which concept analysis can be applied to identify program parts jointly required by any subset of features. This approach will provide a functional decomposition of the program at hand given that features and functionality are related. We can see no reason why this approach shouldn't work for object oriented systems as well. (To our knowledge, component identification based on concept analysis has not been applied to object oriented systems before.) If each scenario attaches a feature to each class used in that scenario, we can use the same idea to generate component candidates -set of classes jointly required by subsets of features. Once again, we have a twofold advantage in introducing a second component identification method: 1) Concept analysis can identify components that dominance analysis can't handle, 2) Concept analysis can verify components already identified by dominance analysis.
A Unified Approach
The advantage of having multiple entity identification methods is that they can be used in conjunction to reduce the size of the candidate sets, and as a com-plement, to identify entities other methods can't handle. Candidates identified by more than one method are more likely to be important, non-overlapping candidates generated by different methods is also interesting whereas overlapping (contradictive) candidates, at a first glance, can be ignored. Each of the three methods described above can be used to identify architectural entities in an object oriented system. Furthermore, they generate entity candidates that, if accepted by the system engineer, can be represented as reductions of the class graph. Thus, the class graph works as a unifying system data structure for the recovery process. The fact that we have a single structure to represent the system is essential if we want that results (accepted candidate entities) due to one identification method to be incorporated into the next analysis.
However, it is somewhat disturbing that each analysis creates its own candidate view. First, it makes the decision process for the systems engineer more complicated as more candidate views are to observe. It could easily lead to a situation where it is unclear how to handle the (potentially contradicting) information from the different analyses. Second, it make the integration of a new analysis difficult. It required an implementation of the analysis itself, a data structure to capture its results and a visualization of that data structure.
Hence, the results of the different analyses should be unified. In order to do that, it is essential to identify a common data structure for analysis results, a structure where we can merge the results from different sources, and that permits a uniform presentation for the user. In this section, we will present a novel approach to merge different entity candidates resulting from different analyses into a single data structure, a semi-lattice over the power set of system classes.
In Figure 6 , we show an overview of the process we have in mind. The starting point is the source code of the program about to be investigated. The first phase of the analysis, the low level analysis (LLA) leading to the initial class graph, without any composite nodes and edges, is done without any human intervention. (The class graph construction was described in section 3.2. A call graph, constructed using some low level analysis, is folded into a class graph.) The next phase, the entity identification, requires input from a system engineer. As depicted in Figure 6 , all the results derived using various analysis methods, A 1 , A 2 , ..., A n , are merged into a single lattice structure from which a single candidate view is presented. The candidate view is in turn connected to the system view. The idea is that possible system decompositions presented in the candidate view should also be indicated in the system view. The effect of a certain system decomposition induced in the candidate view by the user should immediately be displayed in the system view. Once a decision been made by the user, e.g. to collapse some nodes, the information is feed back to the analysis engine via an updated class graph, and the whole process can restart. That is, we propose an iterative process where user input triggers new analyses, resulting in updated data to be displayed. In general, we distinguish component from connector analyses.
Component Analyses
Each component identification method propose candidate sets σ i ∈ P(C), where P(C) is the power set of all system classes C, or partitions P = {P 1 , . . . , P n } of the class set C where P i ∈ P(C) , or a hierarchy thereof (as the notion of components is recursive, a component may contain other components). The fact that each analysis produce results that can be seen as elements of P(C) makes it possible to represent all data they produce as elements of a semi-lattice L = (⊆, P(C)) with = C. Each individual analysis contributes to the construction of L:
-each candidate set σ i becomes an element of L.
-for each partitioning P , each individual P i ∈ P becomes an element of L.
-for each cluster of candidate sets, the set of contained candidate sets becomes an element of L.
The constructed lattice L is now a single data structure containing all information from the different analyses. Note, that the order relation between the individual elements in the L is the subset relation over the contained classes. Hence, a hierarchy of components as potentially proposed by a component analysis, is captured by L, as well. In Figure 7 we show a lattice corresponding to the candidate sets produced by dominance analysis in Figure 4 . We see that each proposed candidate set is represented as a lattice element, and that the partial ordering that comes with the lattice, corresponds to hierarchical components. It is now straight forward to add results from other identification methods as long as their results can be seen as elements of P(C). New proposed candidate sets will result in new lattice elements. Thus, by using lattices we can present the result of multiple component identification methods in a single view, based on a single data structure.
The lattice approach also displays synergy information, e.g. partitions of the system cross-cutting the results proposed by individual analyses. As an individual analysis could be strong in detecting one type of components, but weak for others, synergetically proposed partitions could be even more promising. The fact that each horizontal cut of a lattice represents a partition of the system is a property that can be used to visualize various decompositions of the system. In Figure 7 , we show two such partitions. P 1 represents a high level decomposition of the system containing only three components. Partition P 2 represents a more fine grained decomposition involving components with fewer classes, some of which are singletons.
Furthermore, if an analysis cannot detect components in a certain situation, it would either create no element of L at all, or singleton sets containing individual classes of the system. Hence, weak results would not accumulate and deteriorate views based on L. Another advantage is that L is the only data structure to visualize and relate to the system view. Hence, the visualization (routine) does not change with new analyses added to the framework.
The use of different identification methods will in general result in candidate sets that overlap each other. How to interpret these sets is not obvious and will probably require some further analysis from the user. (Possible candidates are the individual sets, their union, and their intersection.) The overlapping sets will in the lattice be represented (and recognized) as elements found close to each other with no ordering relation.
Finally, we would like to capture if a candidate sets is supported by more than one analysis. Therefore, we use an extended lattice L = ( , P(C) × N ) with (C, i) (C , j) ⇔ C ⊆ C . The construction is almost identical: whenever a new candidate set C is proposed, (C, 1) is inserted into the lattice. If C already exists as (C, i) ∈ L, then (C, i) is replaced by (C, i + 1). This "weight" can then be used by the system engineer to make a better decision whether a component candidate should be accepted or not. This idea can be extended to other preferences, e.g. to give credits for partitions steaming from a single analysis.
Connector Analyses
To include connector analysis results into the lattice approach described above is somewhat tricky since methods interconnecting the classes are not part of the lattice structure. Our approach is therefore somewhat implicit, we only regard the clustering of classes participating in the communication. More formally, we propose three clustering categories (S, R, I) where S ⊆ P(C) is a set of candidate sets {S 1 , S 2 , .., S n } representing the various senders, R ⊆ P(C) is a set of candidate sets {R 1 , R 2 , .., R m } representing the various receivers, and I is a single candidate set representing the connector component itself. I may be empty, indicating a component entirely consisting of method interactions. We use clusters (sets of candidate sets) to represent the sender, and receiver side, since many interaction patterns induces a many-to-many relation between senders and receivers. An example of a one-to-many relation is the observer pattern where we frequently have many observers listening to one observable. In our notation, each observer is represented by a candidate set R i , the observable by a candidate set S, and the interaction I by the empty set. We believe that this approach is general enough to handle most communication patterns used today.
Once a triple like (S, R, I) has been identified, it can be incorporated into the lattice structure. Each cluster, a set of classes, forms an element of P(C), and can therefore be positioned in the lattice.
Summary and Future Work
We have used dominance analysis to identify possible software components in an object oriented system. The actual dominance analysis is applied on a high level representation of the system that we refer to as the class graph -a directed graph where nodes are the system's classes and edges class interactions. It can easily be obtained from the system call graph.
The result is that dominance analysis can identify what we refer to as passive components. (A passive component is a set of classes having a single class as interface and which classes are not using any classes outside the component.) Components that interact with their surrounding using more complex interaction patterns are not identified. Hence, dominance analysis can not be used to recover the complete architecture of the system at hand, it must be combined with other identification methods.
We discuss how dominance analysis can be used together with other entity identification methods (connector identification based on pattern detection, and component identification based on concept analysis). We also present a novel approach to merge the results from different identification methods. Our approach is based on a common candidate data structure, a semi-lattice over the power set of all system classes. This approach not only makes it possible to uniformly handle different identification methods, it also brings forward synergy information that would be hard to detect using separate structures for each identification method. For example, partitions of the system classes cross-cutting different identification methods.
To fully evaluate dominance analysis as method to identify components in object oriented systems, we must investigate how often passive components appear in real-life systems. In order to answer that question, we must apply dominance analysis on a number of real systems. A work that we recently have started and that will be reported elsewhere.
